1 used data from the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study to address some methodological issues in studies of BMI and mortality. We have published 2 comments on the issues of regression to the mean and regression dilution raised by Greenberg et is not a valid approach. The simple examples in our article bear no relation to our NHANES analyses and should not be used to extrapolate from the effects of a given change in relative risks in the ARIC sample to changes in estimated deaths attributable to obesity in the US population. A computational formula for calculating attributable fractions when there is no confounding uses just two variables: the prevalence of some exposure and the unadjusted relative risk for some outcome associated with that exposure. 4 When multiplied by a third variable, the total number of cases of the outcome in the population, this gives the total number of cases associated with that exposure. In our article, 3 we provided simple examples, calculated using specified hypothetical values of these three variables, to illustrate a minor general point. We stated explicitly that these examples were calculations for a hypothetical population. Contrary to what is stated by Greenberg et al., 1 our illustrative examples did not use any 'underlying analysis as a basis.' Our examples were not derived from our analyses of NHANES data. Our examples were calculated by plugging three specified hypothetical values into a standard formula. These examples were not part of the 'conclusions' of our article, nor do they show the effect of 'changes' within a single population.
The simplified examples in our article used hypothetical relative risks that were unadjusted for any confounding factor and that referred to the risk for an exposure of BMI X30 relative to a nonexposed category of BMI o30. Estimates of excess deaths in our article, 3 in contrast, were based on adjusted relative risks and used BMI 18.5 to o25 as the reference category. Because our relative risks were adjusted, the attributable fraction calculations also needed to be adjusted for the same confounding factors using a more complex approach. 
